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Objectives
To help make the strongest case for Good ID, Omidyar Network
engaged FleishmanHillard to test key arguments, messaging, and
language with the stakeholders it seeks to influence: businesses and
governments.
To assess the effectiveness of these audience-tailored messages, our
TRUE Global Intelligence team conducted a survey to:
•

Assess the resonance of Good ID messaging and language with a global audience, identifying
messaging that is clear, compelling and easy-to-understand among target audiences

•

Identify the arguments around Good ID that are most relevant and compelling among key
audiences, and which arguments make the most effective case today
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methodology
• An online survey with a message evaluation tool was fielded
between August 21, 2019 and September 12, 2019.
• Both business and government audiences were selected
for their knowledge of digital and identity topics like digital
economy and national identity systems. Only those
respondents who were very or extremely knowledgeable on
two of those subjects and currently working in an
organization developing identity or personal data products
or services were invited to participate in the research.

Type

Number of Responses

Business

33

Government*

26

Good ID
Champions

14

• Additionally, government respondents were asked about
their knowledge of government policies around technology,
and only those extremely to somewhat knowledgeable were
invited. Good ID Champions also had the opportunity to
complete the survey.
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Survey Structure
• All audiences—businesses and governments, as well as Good ID Champions—were presented with
an introductory narrative about Good ID. There were then two sets of audience-specific messages:
government and business. Government and businesses were surveyed on their audience-specific
messages, while Good ID Champions had the opportunity to assess both sets.
• The narrative and each message were evaluated using a tool to highlight words and phrases
that they found appealing and/or confusing. This color coding is used throughout the
research summary.
• After each message, audiences were asked to select the strongest argument(s) within
each message.
• Finally, audiences ranked the most effective theme of arguments for making the case for Good ID.
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THEMATIC INSIGHTS & FINDINGS

businesses & GOVERNMENTS prefer to define good id in simple
terms, Through the lens of “Trust” & “rights”
Businesses and governments gravitate toward messaging that prioritizes privacy as a right, and defines identity
systems in terms of the trust and value they establish with the public.

Business

Government
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Data privacy & security are KEY
MOTIVATORS ACROSS THE BOARD
Fear of data privacy breaches and cyberattacks is top of mind for both governments and businesses, and the ability
of Good ID to make stakeholders less vulnerable to these attacks is a powerful motivator.
Improving data security serves as an opportunity for governments and businesses to strengthen their credibility.
Top performing arguments make the connection between data privacy and reputation.

Business

Government
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Businesses are motivated by the value GOOD ID
CAN bring to their business
Businesses are drawn to arguments about the value that Good ID can bring to their reputation and their business. They find
aspirational qualities like trust and integrity appealing and gravitate toward messages about building more trustworthy businesses
and earning customer loyalty.
The performance argument is ranked most effective
overall, as businesses are keen to better serve and
satisfy their customers—and strengthen their
business overall.

Businesses find arguments about market risks and legal ramifications confusing.

“[The messages could use] a little more
detail about how it would be governed
and secured.”
“You need to explain how adoption and
ignition of Good ID will occur from legal,
social, business and political perspectives
across different industries, countries,
communities and cultures.”
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Governments ARE MOTIVATED BY THE ECONOMIC GROWTH
GOOD ID CAN UNLOCK
Governments are drawn to arguments around the economic growth that Good ID can provide—both for the overall system and its
citizens. They gravitate toward messages about unlocking greater value, increasing economic participation, and bringing more
citizens into the formal economy.
The economic growth argument ranked most
effective overall, as governments are keen to unlock
economic value and opportunity from the digital
economy.

Governments find arguments regarding political objectives and the influence of
tech or foreign powers confusing.

“Need to be more specific about how
identity will be protected against misuse
by governments or hackers.”
“How do they build trust?
What are the safeguards? How do they
protect everyone?”
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In contrast to stakeholders, GOOD ID CHAMPIONS focus on
the value good ID CAN BRING to communities
Equity is key to the value of Good ID to Good ID Champions. Across both government and business messaging, champions favor
arguments that speak to the value Good ID can bring to individuals, communities, and the larger society—including protecting
people’s right to privacy and increasing access to opportunity.
This frequently conflicts with business and government stakeholders’ preferred messaging, which prioritizes the value of Good ID
to businesses’ and governments’ reputation.
Good ID Champions gravitate toward value and
leadership arguments, but only when connected to
wider societal benefits.

Arguments with less connection to societal benefits—some of which tested well
with stakeholders—are less appealing to Good ID Champions.
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SURVEY REVEALS AREAS OF SIGNIFICANT disconnect
between GOOD ID CHAMPIONS & stakeholders
One-liners that government and business audiences found very appealing were less resonant with Good ID Champions.

While Good ID Champions favor messaging about “warding off” external threats, government, and business respondents largely
do not respond well to threats or doomsday messaging—with the exception of data security concerns.
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Argument Performance

STRONGEST MESSAGE THEMES BY AUDIENCE
The strongest messaging across the board focused on value. For
businesses, audiences are keen to leverage Good ID to drive better
business performance. For governments, respondents are eager to use
Good ID to drive greater economic growth and opportunity.
Business

Government

Performance

#1

Economic Growth & Inclusion

#1

Cost of Inaction

#2

National Security

#2

Sustainability

#3

Cost of Inaction

#3
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strongest Business ARGUMENTS BY THEME
Top arguments within each theme reinforce businesses’ preference for
“integrity” and “trust” language—as well as their focus on data security.
Overview

As customers engage in the digital economy, our expectations are evolving as quickly as the technologies
we rely on. We are increasingly demanding more data privacy, security, and agency from businesses and
technologies. Businesses that are responding to these changing preferences are setting themselves apart
as courageous, forward-looking leaders, and re-establishing trust in the wake of scandals.

Performance

Businesses that prioritize Good ID demonstrate integrity and commitment to our basic rights and needs,
resulting in more trust and loyalty.

Sustainability

When businesses prioritize the Good ID approach, they build stronger system defenses against privacy
breaches and cyberattacks, protecting their company and the nation.

Cost of Inaction

Without customer agency and the Good ID safeguards, businesses will risk too much and pay heavily for
it in the long term. Cyberattacks and data privacy violations are business killers.
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strongest Business ARGUMENTS BY THEME
Lowest performing arguments within each theme reinforce findings that
businesses do not respond well to market threats and are not motivated
by warding off competition or getting ahead of impending regulation.
Overview

Good ID can also help insulate businesses from shocks and drive growth in the long term.

Performance

Businesses that embed the Good ID approach in an MVP or early business model can save time and
money in the long run.
Businesses that lead with Good ID and exceed regulatory standards can spend more time innovating
rather than complying or repairing their reputation.

Sustainability

Businesses that build Good ID into their DNA survive the biggest shocks and last longer.

Cost of Inaction

Without customer agency and the Good ID safeguards, businesses will risk too much and pay heavily for
it in the long term. It is more expensive to adapt business models to comply with regulations than to
design with Good ID guidelines upfront
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Strongest GOVERNMENT ARGUMENTS BY THEME
Top arguments within each theme reinforce governments’ focus on data privacy and security, as well
as their interest in unlocking more value from the digital economy—both for the nation and its citizens.
Overview

Most identity systems are designed or purchased to solve finite, administrative objectives, not to maximize national goals.
By aligning with Good ID guidance, decision makers can shape the direction of government-issued ID and data
governance to support the will of the people as well as economic growth and inclusion, national security, and leadership
and innovation.

Economic Growth
& Inclusion

When government leaders choose the Good ID approach, they can unlock more value from the digital economy, including
e-commerce as well as regional travel and trade.

National Security

When government leaders choose the Good ID approach, they can require companies to protect against breaches and
better secure our identity information, preventing harms that can disrupt the stability of a nation.

Leadership &
Innovation

When government leaders introduce the Good ID approach, they drive local innovation and attract businesses that can
meet emerging needs while respecting privacy.

Cost of Inaction

Without personal agency and the safeguards of Good ID governments are likely to spend more time and money in the
long run to retrofit or rebuild features of the identity system to support people’s needs.
Without personal agency and the safeguards of Good ID governments and their residents are at higher risk of data
breaches, cyberattacks, and other threats, which carry high financial and reputation costs.
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WEAKEST GOVERNMENT ARGUMENTS BY THEME
Lowest performing arguments within each theme reinforce that governments do not respond well to threats
and are not motivated by warding off big tech or foreign influence. While the economic growth and inclusion
theme performed well, arguments that tie economic opportunity to peace and security do not resonate.
Overview

By strengthening personal agency and safeguards, governments can ensure greater peace and prosperity for all of us.
Good ID is the only approach designed to deliver this exponential value.

Economic Growth
& Inclusion

When government leaders choose the Good ID approach, they can become more attractive and credible to investors.

National Security

When government leaders choose the Good ID approach, they increase opportunities for all of us to experience
education, employment, and property ownership, which directly decreases the risk of violence and instability.

Leadership &
Innovation

When government leaders design for Good ID, they produce more transparent, responsive systems that can lead to
greater life satisfaction and trust, two things that greatly affect election outcomes as well as peace and security.

Cost of Inaction

Without personal agency and the safeguards of Good ID governments and their residents are more likely to be taken
advantage of by big tech and foreign influences, which can weaken the nation’s geopolitical power.
Without personal agency and the safeguards of Good ID we are less likely to have positive interactions with the
government, which can increase distrust and dissatisfaction and drive political unrest.
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Messaging considerations

Leverage SIMPLE, STRAIGHTFORWARD LANGUAGE
Identity and data privacy are complex topics. Introduce Good ID with
simple, straightforward language—prioritizing memorable phrases over
long, complex explanations to get at the heart of how Good ID operates.
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RESIST JARGON WHENEVER POSSIBLE
Ill-defined terms lead to confusion and weaken the Good ID message.
Confusing words and phrases tend to be specialized language like
“personal agency” or vague descriptions like “sovereign decision
making,” “insulation from shocks,” and “exponential value.”
Government

Business

Good ID
Champions

sovereign decision making

sovereign decision making

personal agency

personal agency

Good ID is the only approach

insulate businesses from shocks

exponential value

collect data ethically up front

decrease the risk of protest

survive the biggest shocks

survive the biggest shocks

election outcomes

regulations

decrease the risk of protest

have-nots

sovereign decision making

insulate businesses from shocks

risking instability
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PAIR aspirational attributes of good id—like Inclusion,
rights & trust—with top themes
Aspirational language is highly appealing across audiences. When paired with top performing themes—like data
security and economic value—they make a persuasive case for Good ID.

Businesses are attracted to aspirational
language around trust and rights,
especially when connected to their
company’s reputation and data security.

For governments, economic inclusion is a
key aspirational argument. Tying it to
pressing data security goals and concerns
makes a persuasive argument for Good ID.
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Explore specific examples & use cases to
deepen the case for good id
Equity is key to the value of Good ID to Good ID Champions. Across both government and business messaging, Good ID Champions favor
arguments that speak to the value Good ID can bring to individuals, communities, and the larger society—including protecting people’s right to
privacy and increasing access to opportunity.
This frequently conflicts with business and government stakeholders’ preferred messaging, which prioritizes the value of Good ID to businesses’ and
governments’ reputation.
Businesses ask for use cases. They want clear examples
and next steps that their companies can take. These examples could
also help clarify that Good ID is a concept and not a product.

“It might be helpful to add language or at least discuss inter-operability and/or
protocols/standards as business people will like your message as written and
then turn to a technologist to question legitimacy of Good ID.”
I [didn’t] see…more concrete info about what Good ID is or does…I was quite
confused about what Good ID actually IS (though I have a better understanding
of what it does/might do).”

For broader government buy-in, they want to see specific examples of
Good ID working in real life (e.g., how it would impact individuals and
the role government actors would play in such a system).

“I believe what you are trying to do is admirable but it lacks a lot of
specifics and safeguards for it to be trusted and used by the public.”
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When employed effectively, good id messaging works
Business
Before reviewing Good ID messaging, 42% of
business respondents were “very” or
“extremely” familiar with Good ID.
After reviewing the messaging, 87% of
business respondents felt Good ID was “very”
or “extremely” important.

Government
Before reviewing Good ID messaging, 31% of
governments respondents were “very” or
“extremely” familiar with Good ID.
After reviewing the messaging, 77% of
government respondents felt Good ID was
“very” or “extremely” important.
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